IRIS is a non profit Training Organization since 2004 work on European Program and projects for to develop the European culture.

In this years we had developed a lot professional experience and now we have a big and important network, where schools, companies, public and private organization work with us for to offer the professional training experience to our mobility partecipants that came to IRIS from all Europe.

Now IRIS are working also on new Erasmus Plus program.

One our important sector is the Hosting for mobility projects - Leonardo da Vinci and Erasmus mobility project (SMP), from University.
IRIS can offer to them a professional placement work in each branch (education, metallurgic, nursery, health, technology, biology, TV and telecomunication, animals cure, wood, handcraft turism, gastronomy, management, bank, lawer, agriculture, wine, oil system, design, fashion, marketing, public administration and others).

IRIS can offer to your students:
- transfer from and for Brindisi airport,
- accommodation in apartment with other students
- italian and culture lessons
- kit documents of specific sector
- support h24
- monitoring and tutoring
- certificate
- final report
- europass

Also our price is so compettive for Europe.

Please for every question not hesitate to contact me (annalisatrono@gmail.com).

With my best regards.

Dr.ssa ANNA LISA TRONO
IRIS Training Organization
Via Verdi, 10 - 73045
Leverano (LE) Italy
Tel: 0039.393.3675387
Skype: annalisatr
annalisatrono@gmail.com
www.associazioneiris.it